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Abstract
Solid-state electrolytes have received much attention because of their high safety and cycling
stability for lithium ion batteries. However, the interfacial contact issue of solid electrolytes with
the electrode and active material hinders their practical use. Herein, for the first time, we
demonstrate a hybrid electrolyte that combines a solid polyethylene terephthalate (PET)
electrolyte with an organic liquid electrolyte to provide synergetic benefits over a single
electrolyte. The single-body PET electrolyte/In2O3–SnO2 (ITO; 110 nm, 150 nm, 260 nm and
340 nm) electrode was prepared by vacuum sputtering deposition. The simplicity of the
electrode composite (e.g., conductive additive-free, solvent-free and binder-free) and its gapless
structure between the polymer substrate and the active material significantly impede the
formation of by-products from the decomposed electrolyte as well as the growth of an unstable
solid electrolyte interphase upon cycling. In addition, the cell configuration of the Li
metal/organic electrolyte/PET/ITO electrode enables a process called ‘Li+ caging’, which
leaves some of the lithium ions in the PET due to the different ion transfer kinetics of the
heteroionic interfaces. The hybrid electrolyte cell not only shows an excellent rate capability at
100–400 mA g−1, but also exhibits high cycling stability (>1200 cycles). Our study lays a
cornerstone for the development of practical hybrid electrolytes for lithium ion batteries with
improved stability.

Supplementary material for this article is available online
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1. Introduction

Recent developments in lithium ion batteries have led to
numerous studies focusing on improving their charge capacity,
power density, rate capability and cycle life. Whereas the elec-
trochemical performance of batteries continues to improve,
stability and safety issues still remain [1–5]. The liquid elec-
trolytes employed in commercial lithium ion batteries possess
high ionic conductivities, which is beneficial for rapid inter-
face kinetics. Problems arise when an undesired redox reac-
tion takes place between the constituents of the electrode and
liquid electrolyte chemicals upon charge–discharge. During
the initial electrochemical cycle, the battery electrolyte under-
goes redox reactions with the electrodes to form a passiva-
tion layer, namely a solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer.
The SEI hinders electron transfer from/to the electrolyte but
allows lithium ions to migrate [6, 7]. The SEI layer is of
great importance for establishing kinetic stability, particu-
larly to a larger open circuit voltage [6]. However, the forma-
tion of an unstable SEI layer accompanying non-uniform lith-
ium ion deposition and dendrite growth can result in critical
internal short circuits and severe battery failure [1, 8–11]. Fur-
ther growth of the non-uniform SEI layer not only causes
a loss of electrical conductivity between the active material
particles but also isolates lithium ions from the host elec-
trode, thereby making it permanently unavailable (i.e. ‘dead
Li+’) [3, 12–14]. Decomposition of liquid electrolyte by redox
reaction can also trigger a series of degradation processes
such as solvent co-intercalation, release of gaseous products
with crack formation, modification of pristine active materials,
volume expansion of electrodes, contact losses between con-
ductive additive, current collector and binder, dissolution of
SEI into the electrolyte and lithium ion plating [12, 15, 16]. In
particular, lithium ion plating, dendrite growth and the form-
ation of ‘dead Li+’ are the major obstacles to the practical
use of next-generation lithium ion batteries. Several attempts
have been made to solve these degradation issues with liquid
electrolytes, such as surface fluorination by LiF coating, sta-
bilizing active material particles by graphene or polymer
coatings [poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)-co-poly(ethylene
glycol) or poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulf-
onate], creating an artificial SEI layer (lithium phosphorus
oxynitride, lithium alkyl carbonate, LiF deposition), tuning
ion transportation and tailoring the electrolyte with addit-
ives [17–28]. However, application of special treatments often
requires additional steps during the fabrication process, which
can increase the manufacturing cost of devices. In addition,
incorporation of an extra component as a treatment carries
potential risks that can adversely affect the (electro)chemical
system. Also, the high flammability of organic electrolytes
in many commercialized lithium ion batteries poses crit-
ical safety concerns. Therefore, solid-state electrolytes have
received considerable attention recently as they could counter
the aforementioned stability and safety issues. They benefit
from high thermal stability, non-flammability, a longer cycle
life, mechanical robustness and simplicity of design [29–31].
Furthermore, these electrolytes are known to be effective

in suppressing dendrite growth during charge and discharge
[19, 32]. However, several challenges remain in the practical
use of solid-state electrolytes. They have an interfacial con-
tact issue with the active material and electrode, resulting in
high interfacial impedance [31, 33, 34]. The low conduct-
ivity of lithium ions at room temperature is another major
problem, especially for solid polymer electrolytes [35–37].
Although ionic conductivity in an inorganic solid electro-
lyte is rather high, the presence of grain boundaries can pose
considerable resistance [37–39]. These aforementioned prob-
lems of solid-state electrolytes often result in lower elec-
trochemical performance and stability. Therefore researchers
have shown a growing interest in developing hybrid electro-
lytes to take advantages of both electrolytes. Previous research
reported a hybrid polymer/oxide/ionic liquid solid electro-
lyte with composition of PEO20–NaClO4–5%SiO2–x% 1-
ethyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide (where
x = 50, 70) for sodium metal batteries exhibiting a gravi-
metric capacity of 62.7 mA h g−1 for 100 cycles [40]. A
recent study employed a solid–liquid hybrid electrolyte that
combines a Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 inorganic solid electrolyte
with an organic liquid electrolyte [i.e. lithium hexafluoro-
phosphate (LiPF6) in ethylcarbonate (EC), ethyl methylcar-
bonate, diethylcarbonate (DC) and fluoroethylene carbonate].
The cell with the hybrid electrolyte had a gravimetric capa-
city of 146.6 mA h g−1 for 50 cycles [41]. Another study
has demonstrated a hybrid solid electrolyte prepared by blend-
ing Li7La3Zr2O12 particles with an liquid electrolyte. With a
Li/LiCoO2 configuration, the cell gravimetric capacity is 110–
140 mA h g−1 for 150 cycles [42]. Ion transfer kinetics at
the interface between the solid and liquid electrolytes is the
key factor for developing a working hybrid electrolyte cell
[43, 44].

In this study, we demonstrate a hybrid electrolyte that com-
bines a solid-state electrolyte, made from polyethylene tere-
phthalate (PET), with an organic liquid electrolyte. Indium tin
oxide (In2O3–SnO2; ITO) was deposited on the PET film as
an active material for the battery anode. An ITO coating on
a PET substrate is a widely used and commercially proven
combination employed in a number of different applications
such as electroluminescent lighting, touchscreens and flexible
solar cells [45–47]. The strong and uniform adhesion between
PET and ITO enables the motive force for ion migration in the
hybrid electrolyte. The PET film consists of the same plastic
material that can be obtained from any PET bottle, and can
be easily recycled. Due to the PET substrate, the electrode
possesses good flexibility and mechanical properties [48, 49].
The tensile strength and Young’s modulus of PET are 50 MPa
and ∼2000 MPa, respectively. These excellent mechanical
properties of PET can be compared with other polymeric
electrolyte materials. For instance, a garnet (Li7La3Zr2O12)-
based hybrid solid electrolyte with poly(vinylidene fluoride-
co-hexafluoropropylene) polymer exhibits a tensile strength
of only 6.9 MPa and a Young’s modulus of 12.5 MPa for
the polymer membrane, although it is still considered to be
a durable electrolyte material [50]. PET has also been proven
to be an effective material for battery separators [48, 51–53].
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PET not only maintains good electronic insulation, but also
provides a high electrolyte affinity [49, 53]. Furthermore, this
polymer possesses a superior thermal stability and is inexpens-
ive. The commercially available PET material for packing has
high thermal stability at different temperatures (e.g. −18 ◦C
to 200 ◦C) [54] . The degradation of PET by heat begins at
near to the melting point of the polymer (260 ◦C). On the
other hand, some of the widely known polymer materials for
solid electrolytes are prone to degradation at high temperat-
ures. For example, polyethylene oxide (PEO) has a melting
temperature of 68 ◦C and a lower thermal stability than PET.
A previous study by Sun et al employed PET plastic as an
anode material for lithium ion batteries [55]. The charge com-
pensation mechanism of PET can be explained by the redox
reaction between the intercalated lithium ions and the poly-
ester polymer, (C10H804)n, in PET, where two lithium ions
can be stored providing a reversible gravimetric capacity of
150 mA h g−1 [55]. The configuration of the Li metal/organic
electrolyte/PET/In2O3–SnO2 electrode enables ‘Li+ caging’
in PET substrates, forming a diffusion pathway for lithium
ions. Previous studies have demonstrated polymer electrolytes
with embedded lithium ions [56, 57]. As for the current study,
the caging of lithium ions in the PET layer stemming from
the heteroionic interfaces between the electrolytes would res-
ult in a coulombic efficiency slightly higher than 100%. The
amount of liquid electrolyte [lithium hexafluorophosphate in
EC, DC and dimethylcarbonate (DMC)] added to the hybrid
electrolyte cell could be reduced by 20% in volume com-
pared with a liquid organic electrolyte cell. We also entirely
eliminate the standard components (i.e. polymer binder, con-
ductive additive and mixing solvent) commonly used in pre-
paring electrodes for lithium ion batteries in order to reduce
the interphase resistance as well as improve compatibility
between the electrode and the electrolytes. The specific capa-
city for a PITO 150 (Li metal/liquid electrolyte/150 nm ITO-
PET electrolyte) cell was approximately 110 mA h g−1 for
100 cycles at 100 mA g−1, with a similar gravimetric capa-
city level for more than 1200 cycles. Also, the hybrid electro-
lyte cell had an excellent rate capability at a charge density of
100–400 mA g−1.

2. Experimental

2.1. PET ITO (PET-ITO: PITO) electrode preparation

The PET electrolyte/ITO electrodes (denoted as PITOs) were
prepared by a vacuum sputter deposition method using an
ULVAC (Japan) CAM-S vacuum sputtering system inside a
Class 1000 (ISO 6) clean room. ITO was sputtered on the
commercially purchased PET films with different thicknesses
using a physical vapour deposition process. A vapour stream
composed of the sputtering material diffuses in the vacuum
chamber hitting the PET, and is thus deposited on it. Chemic-
ally inert Ar gas was introduced into the vacuum chamber as
a controlled gas during the deposition process to maintain the
pressure at less than 1.0 × 10−4 Pa. The pressure increased to

0.1 Pa during the sputtering operation. The deposition method
is of the deposition-up type, and the sputter cathode is a 2-
inch magnetron cathode with a target diameter of 50.8 mm.
PET film was placed on a rotation stage with a rotation speed
of 7.0 rpm, and the distance between the PET substrate and the
ITO target (source) was 150 mm. The Ar flow rate was set to
10.0 sccm, and the sputtering power for ITO was 110 W. The
operation was conducted at room temperature for 2000, 2625
and 4550 s in order to produce 110 nm (PITO 110 nm), 150 nm
(PITO 150 nm) and 260 nm (PITO 260 nm) ITO, respectively,
on the PET surface.

2.2. Cell assembly and electrochemical characterization

Cell assembly was done in an Ar glove box (H2O < 1.0 ppm,
O2 < 1.0 ppm). The synthesized PITOs were cut into working
electrode pieces with a diameter of 16 mm. CR2032 coin cells
were prepared by assembling Li metal (counter electrode),
PITO, springs and stainless steel spacers using a hydraulic
crimping machine (MTI, MSK-110). A solution of 1 M LiPF6
in EC, DC and DMC was employed as the electrolyte with
a volume ratio of EC:DC:DMC = 1:1:1. PITO in a pristine
state was labelled as PITO REF with no current applied. The
galvanostatic tests were carried out using an eight-channel
battery tester (NEWARE, Battery Test Station). The electro-
chemical cells were discharged and charged in the voltage
range between 0.05 V and 2.0 V with a current density of
100 mA g−1 for 100 cycles. For the rate capability test, cur-
rent densities of 100, 200, 300 and 400 mA g−1 were applied
for 11 cycles each. The current density and capacity were cal-
culated based on the weight of the single body unit that com-
bines the PET film and ITO active material (e.g. a 0.95 mA
current was applied to a 9.51 mg PET-ITO body to introduce
100 mA g−1). The electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS; Autolab PGSTAT204 with a FRA32 module) analyses
were conducted for pristine cells (PITO REF), cells cycled
for the rate capability test (PITO RT), cells cycled 100 times
(PITO × 100) and cells cycled 500 times (PITO × 500). The
frequency range was 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz with an AC amp-
litude of 5 mV. The EIS curves were fitted using the ZVIEW2
application.

2.3. Material characterization

The electrochemically cycled coin cells were disassembled
inside the Ar glove box. The extracted electrodes were firstly
cleaned using DMC solution. Then they were dried overnight
as in previous material characterizations. Secondary-ion mass
spectrometry (SIMS) was utilized to visualize the depth-wise
elemental distribution, elemental mapping and general depth
profiling. SIMS visualization was carried out based on the
positive ion detection mode (PID) of the SIMS spectrometer
(Kratos Axis ULTRA), which was equipped with a quadru-
pole mass spectrometer (HAL 7, Hiden Analytical) and an ion
sputter gun (IG20, Hiden Analytical). The mass spectrometer
collected the m/q signals from 1.0 to 170.0 amu for the SIMS
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visualization. The introduced beam for the SIMS measure-
ment/sputtering was a 1 keV Ar+ primary beam with a current
of 50 nA and diameter of 100 µm. The angle of the beam to
the sample surface was 45◦. The initial pressure of the SIMS
chamber was 10−9 mbar, while it was 10−6 mbar during oper-
ation. The surface chemistry of the pristine and cycled PITO
was examined by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS;
AXIS Ultra HSA KRATOS) with an Al Kα = 1486.6 eV x-
ray source. The operation was performed under an ultra-high
vacuum (10−9 Torr) at 15 kV (applied power 150 W). The
XPS binding energy (eV) was calibrated by measuring the
Fermi edge (EF = 0 eV) on an Au surface. The energy res-
olution was evaluated to be 0.14 eV and the applied sample
bias voltage was −9.0 V. As for XPS data analyses, the back-
groundwas treatedwith a Shirley-type function and data fitting
was performed with a Gaussian–Lorentzian function using the
CasaXPS application. To calibrate the spectral shift, 284.9 eV
(C 1s) was used. The surface morphologies of PET and ITO
were compared under different cycled conditions using a scan-
ning electron microscope (SEM; FEI Quanta 250 FEG). X-ray
diffraction (XRD) spectra were collected by a Bruker D8 x-ray
diffractometer (x-ray source Cu Kα radiation = 8 keV) in the
range of 2θ = 10◦–80◦ with a step scanning increase of 0.02◦.
A JEOL ARM 200 F scanning tunnelling electron microscope
(STEM) was employed to obtain STEM images at different
cycled states, as well as conduct energy-dispersive x-ray spec-
troscopy (EDX). The STEM was operated with the accelera-
tion voltage of 200 kV, and the pressure in the specimen cham-
ber was 10−5 Pa. The resolution at 200 kV was estimated to
be 0.078 nm. Sn L, In L, O K, C K and P K edges were used
to map the PITO under the different cycling conditions. For
observation of the ITO particles, a JEOL JEM-1230R TEM
was employed with an acceleration voltage of 100 kV. The
TEM resolution was 0.2 nm (100 kV).

3. Results and discussion

The single body PITO electrode employed in the current
work was prepared by a vacuum sputter deposition method.
ITO was sputtered on PET substrates at thicknesses of 110,
150, 260 and 340 nm, which correspond to film resistivit-
ies of 100.4, 85.1, 52.6 and 20.8 Ω sq−1, respectively (see
figure S1 in the supplementary information available online
at stacks.iop.org/JPD/54/475501/mmedia). In contrast to the
conventional battery electrodes, no binder and no conductive
additive were used, and thus no solvent was used to prepare
the electrode (figure 1(a)). The calendaring process with a twin
roller was also omitted, and there was no heat treatment, which
had the benefit of lowering the fabrication cost. The design
of the PITO is illustrated in figure 1(a). A lithium ion bat-
tery with a PITO electrode is likely to be dendrite-free after
cycling, owing to the simplicity of the material composition
and the embedded design (see figure S2 in the supplement-
ary information). ITO not only functions as a transparent elec-
trical conductor but also serves as a battery active material,

as evidenced in the galvanostatic profile (figure 1(c)) The
electrochemical process can be described by the following
reactions [58–60]:

SnO2 + 2Li+ 2e− → SnO+Li2O (1)

SnO+ 2Li+ 2e− → Sn+Li2O. (2)

Combining equations (1) and (2) leads to the expressions

Sn+ xLi+ xe− → LixSn (0⩽ x⩽ 4.4) (3)

SnO2 + 4Li+ 4e− → Sn+ 2Li2O. (4)

Also, the charge compensation process for In2O3 is written as
follows:

In2O3 + 6Li+ 6e− → 2In+ 3Li2O (5)

In+ xLi+ xe− → LixIn(0⩽ x⩽ 4.4) . (6)

Equation (4) explains the irreversible conversion reaction
during the initial electrochemical cycle which is responsible
for the large capacity loss with the reduction of SnO2

into metallic Sn, forming a Li2O matrix. On the other
hand, equation (3) indicates the reversible alloying/dealloying
reactions between Sn and lithium ions, providing charge capa-
cities on further cycles. However, this reaction is also asso-
ciated with the large volume change of Sn (∼200%), which
in turn results in pulverization of the electrode with continu-
ous capacity fading and internal strain (or stress) [61–63]. The
conversion reaction and the (de)alloying reaction are usually
observed in tin oxide-based electrodes. Indium also appears
to be capable of providing some charge capacity, showing
a similar reaction to tin oxide [64]. One of the key features
of the PITO cell is the ‘Li+ caging’ process during charging
and discharging (figure 1(a)). The employment of PET as a
solid electrolyte and separator for the PITO enables the caging
of lithium ions inside PET, possibly by changing their lin-
earity in the polymer chain and crystallinity during cycling.
This will be discussed in detail later. To understand the elec-
trochemical properties of the electrode, PITO cells were pre-
paredwith the different thicknesses of ITOfilm (PITO 110 nm,
PITO 150 nm, PITO 260 nm and PITO 340 nm). The PITO
cells were cycled in the voltage range between 0.05 and 2.0 V
with an applied current of 100 mA g−1. The cycle perform-
ance of the PITO cells with different ITO film thicknesses is
compared in figure 1(b). The PITO 150 nm cell was chosen
for further electrochemical and material characterizations as it
revealed an excellent rate capability. In most cases, the initial
discharge capacity continued to increase with the increment
of ITO thickness due to the larger amount of active mater-
ial. The number of lithium ions introduced during the initial
stage affects the number of lithium ions caged inside the PET
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic drawing showing the conventional lithium ion battery electrode and newly developed PITO. (b) Coulombic
efficiency and cycling performance of PET/ITO cells with ITO thicknesses of 110 nm (PITO 110 nm), 150 nm (PITO 150 nm) and 260 nm
(PITO 260 nm) under a current rate of 100 mA g−1. (c) Galvanostatic profile of a PITO 150 nm cell at a current rate of 100 mA g−1 for 100
cycles. (d) Rate capability test with charge rates of 100, 200, 300 and 400 mA g−1. (e) Nyquist plot of the results of electrochemical
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) for a pristine cell (PITO REF), a cell cycled under rate capability test conditions (PITO RT), a cell cycled
100 times (PITO × 100) and a cell cycled 500 times (PITO × 500). Green curves indicate EIS fittings.

substrate. This is why the PITO 340 nm sample had a higher
coulombic efficiency of ∼120%. The coulombic efficiency
became slightly higher than 100% for all cells (PITO 110 nm
∼108%, PITO 150 nm ∼110%, PITO 260 nm ∼105%, PITO
340 nm∼120%). The coulombic efficiencywill be even higher

at the same ITO thickness (e.g. PITO 110 nm∼128%) if more
lithium ions are stored in PET by adjusting the open-circuit
voltage to a different range, i.e. 0.1–1.9 V (figure S3 in the sup-
plementary information). An efficiency higher than 100% sig-
nifies that the number of lithium ions deintercalated from the
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PITO upon charging is higher than the number of lithium ions
intercalated into the electrode upon discharging. This observa-
tion is likely to be attributed to the different ion transfer kinet-
ics of the heteroionic interfaces between the liquid electrolyte
and the solid electrolyte on charge–discharge [43, 44]. The dif-
ferent ion transfer kinetics can be assigned to the discrepancy
in the migration process, as well as in the activation energy
barriers between charge and discharge [43, 44]. A long-term
cycling test (over 1250 cycles) was also conducted, and the key
electrochemical properties compared with other studies that
employed Sn, SnO2, ITO cells with an organic electrolyte (see
figure S15 in the supplementary information). There was a dra-
matic loss of capacity during the initial cycle (figures 1(b) and
(c)). This capacity loss is irreversible, and is a common fea-
ture for any SnO/SnO2-based electrode. In particular, without
any conductive additives and polymer binders, this capacity
decrease will be steeper during the initial stage. At this stage,
lithium ions are taken from the counter electrode (Li metal)
and intercalated into the PITO electrode upon discharging, but
a smaller number of lithium ions are deintercalated from the
electrode after charging, causing a low coulombic efficiency.
As mentioned earlier, this result can be explained mainly by
the irreversible reduction of SnO2 into metallic Sn, forming a
Li2Omatrix, and pulverization of the electrode on cycling. On
the other hand, in further cycles the PITO cell reveals a cou-
lombic efficiency greater than 100% due to the different ion
transfer kinetics between the solid electrolyte and the liquid
electrolyte. As illustrated in figure 1(a), migration of lithium
ions would be fast in the liquid electrolyte, whereas the migra-
tion becomes less smooth in the PET layer. On discharge, the
PET cell can reach the target potential in a relatively short time
as the ITO electrode layer is very thin (110–340 nm). At this
moment, the rest of the introduced lithium ions are caged into
the solid electrolyte. On charging, lithium ions deintercalate
from the PITO electrode. Similarly, lithium ions are caged in
the PET layer, but the number the caged ions would be less
than in the discharged state. On subsequent cycles, the bat-
tery capacity becomes stable. This could be also confirmed by
the long-term cycling results, which showed a coulombic effi-
ciency of∼110% on average for 1278 cycles (figure S15 in the
supplementary information). For the rate capability test (PITO
RT), currents of 100, 200, 300 and 400 mA g−1 were applied
(figure 1(d)). There was little change in the achieved gravi-
metric capacity even at a higher charge rate (400 mA g−1),
which was four times higher than the initial rate, indicating
good consistency at the electrode interphase. This observation
implies the formation of a stable and non-growing SEI against
the dynamic rate changes, due to the absence of conductive
additives, polymer binders and residual solvents, and the gap-
less structure between the PET substrate and the active ITO
material.

Figure 1(e) compares the EIS measurements in the pristine
state (PITO REF), after the rate capability test (PITO RT) with
55 cycles, after 100 cycles (PITO × 100) and after 500 cycles
(PITO× 500) with fittings (green plots). The refinement para-
meters and equivalent circuit are presented in the supplement-
ary information (table S1). The resistances associated with the
electrolyte (Rel), the SEI layer (RSEI) and charge transfer (RCT)

were compared under the different cycling conditions. The
first semicircle in the high-frequency range (∼105 Hz) can be
attributed to the SEI layer (RSEI). The large semicircle in the
medium-frequency range (∼103 Hz) is likely to be ascribed
to the charge transfer resistance (RCT). At the interphase, the
impedance behaviour can be modelled by a parallel com-
bination between a resistance (RCT or RSEI) and a double-
layer capacitance. Constant phase elements (CPE1 and CPE2)
appear to be more suitable for the modelling. In contrast to the
conventional battery electrodes, the spectrum in the medium-
frequency range closely resembles a quarter circle rather than
a semicircle. This observation can be explained by the forma-
tion of a small RSEI with a very large RCT spectrum that com-
bines a notable contribution from the semi-infinite diffusion
process in the low-frequency range, which leads to a distinct
Warburg impedance. The Rel values for PITO REF, PITO RT,
PITO× 100 and PITO× 500 were evaluated to be 44.8, 30.65,
28.31 and 20.0 Ω, respectively, whereas RCT was 328.7 Ω for
PITO REF, 376.9 Ω for PITO RT, 386.6 Ω for PITO × 100
and 663.3 Ω for PITO × 500. RSEI of PITO RT, PITO × 100
and PITO × 500 were 9.01, 11.8 and 24.86 Ω, respectively.
The values of electrolyte resistance (Rel) are somewhat higher
than those of the conventional SnO/SnO2-based electrodes
[65–67]. The embedded structure of ITO behind PET can give
rise to Rel as it shields the large contact area between the elec-
trode and the electrolyte, yet allows lithium ions to diffuse
into PET/ITO through the electrolyte. There is a continuous
decrease of Rel with increasing electrochemical cycles, espe-
cially with higher cycle numbers. A lithium ion diffusion chan-
nel inside PET seems to be established. On the other side, the
diffusion coefficients (DLi) were evaluated to be 2.879× 10−8,
5.542 × 10−8, 7.457 × 10−8 and 8.497 × 10−8 cm2 s−1 for
PITO REF, PITO RT, PITO × 100 and PITO × 500, respect-
ively. These values are comparable to the previously reported
lithium ion diffusion coefficients in graphitic anodes (∼10−7

to ∼10−11 cm2 s−1) [68, 69]. It is of interest to note that
the lithium ion diffusion coefficient of PITO cells also rose
notably upon cycling. Another important trend is the imped-
ance change of RSEI, which is ascribed to SEI formation. The
PITO RT cell was cycled 55 times with current rates of 100,
200, 300 and 400 mAg−1, showing a RSEI of 9.01 Ω. This
value is significantly lower than for conventional electrodes as
well as some electrodes/cells specially developed for mitigat-
ing unstable SEI formation (see table S2 in the supplementary
information) [70–76]. Surprisingly, the increment of SEI res-
istance (RSEI) upon severe cycling (PITO × 100 and PITO ×
500) is likely to be slight. This result might be explained by
the gapless structure between the active material (ITO) and
the PET substrate with the absence of conductive additives
and polymer binders, which prevents further growth of the
SEI. A schematic drawing of the lithium ion caging process
is shown in figure 2(a). Upon discharging, lithium ions inter-
calate into the thin ITO film, but some of them tend to stay
inside the PET substrate close to the ITO side. In contrast,
lithium ions deintercalate from the electrode upon charging,
migrating back to the counter electrode (Li metal). Similarly,
there are some residual lithium ions staying inside the PET, but
close to the electrolyte side. The caged lithium ions inside PET
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Figure 2. (a) Illustration of the lithium ion caging process in PET on charge and discharge. (b) 7Li+ surface mapping at different depths.
(c) Visualized elemental depth profile based on the positive-ion detection (PID) measurements from 1.0 to 170.0 amu of an initially
discharged PITO 150 nm electrode, (d) a 9.5-cycled PITO 150 nm electrode and (e) a 100-cycled PITO 150 nm electrode. (f) Normalized
SIMS depth profile of Li, C, O, F, P, In and Sn for initially charged, 9.5-cycled and 100-cycled PITO 150 nm electrodes.

after 100 cycles (last state, charged) were visualized by sur-
face mapping with different depths (figure 2(b)). SIMS in PID
mode was conducted by collecting the mass spectra between
1.0 and 170.0 amu so as to understand the compositional prop-
erties under different cycling conditions. We visualized the
elemental depth profile based on the PIDmeasurements, as can
be seen in figures 2(c)−(e). This approach provides the par-
ticular benefit of depicting the elemental distribution (figures
S6–S8 in the supplementary information). After the initial

discharge to 0.05 eV, four notable bands could be observed
at around 7.0, 22.0, 27.0 and 133.0 amu, respectively. These
bands correspond to the fragments of Li+ (6.0 and 7.0 amu),
LiCH3

+ (22.0 amu), C2H3
+ (27.0 amu), C2H4

+ (28.0 amu),
C8H4O2

+ (132.0 amu) and C8H5O2
+ (133.0 amu). LiCH3

+

is likely to be the key fragment involved in the migration of
lithium ions. The other carbon-based fragments are the typ-
ical molecules normally reported in PET material [77]. After
9.5 cycles (last state, discharged), additional bands could be
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identified at around 56.0, 58.0, 63.0 and 65.0 amu (figure 2(d)).
The bands at 58.0 and 65.0 amu can be assigned to the frag-
ments of C2H2O2

+ (58.0 amu) and C5H5
+ (65.0 amu). The

intensity of the C2H4
+ (28.0 amu) fragment increased. The

presence of C2H4
+ (28.0 amu), C2H2O2

+ (58.0 amu) and
C5H5

+ (65.0 amu) indicates the increment of linear struc-
tures in PET after the electrochemical cycles [77]. Also, there
were some decomposed products from the redox reactions
between the electrolyte and PET, as evidenced by the form-
ation of weak bands at approximately 56.0 and 63.0 amu.
After 100 cycles (last state, charged), the intensity of Li+

(6.0 and 7.0 amu), LiCH3
+ (22.0 amu), C2H3

+ (27.0 amu) and
C8H5O2

+ (133.0 amu) fragments became stronger, as shown
in figure 2(e). The relocation of the caged lithium ions towards
the PET surface upon charging tends to contribute to the not-
able rise in the intensity of the Li+ (6.0 and 7.0 amu) and
LiCH3

+ (22.0 amu) bands. On the other hand, the intensity of
C2H2O2

+ (58.0 amu) and C5H5
+ (65.0 amu) bands became

weaker than those of the 9.5-times cycled electrode, imply-
ing less linearity in the polymer structure. The intense signal
at 133.0 amu is attributed to the C8H5O2

+ fragment with a
ring structure, which also supports the possible decrease of lin-
earity in the PET structure. The change in the linearity of the
polymer chain could be connected to some modifications in
the crystal structure of PET, which in turn affect the diffusiv-
ity of lithium ions. A normalized depth profile based on SIMS
measurement is also presented in figure 2(f) (see also figures
S9 and S10 in the supplementary information). The dominant
signals are from lithium ions, and they are distributed close
to the PET surface after charge. After discharge, the SIMS
intensity of lithiuim ions near the PET surface significant-
ly decreased (figure 2(f)) as the lithium ions were rearranged
close to the ITO film (figure S8 in the supplementary informa-
tion). This result is in good agreement with the visualized PID
measurements. XPS measurements were performed to under-
stand the surface chemistry of the electrode including SEI
formation upon cycling (figure 3). Some key XPS mappings
(214 µm× 214 µm) using core-level energies are presented to
confirm that the surface and mass spectrometry analyses are
representative, as described in the supplementary information
(figures S11–S14). To get a better insight into the formation
of the decomposed species from the electrolyte, XPS analyses
were also performed on Li 1s, C 1s, O 1s, F 1s and P 2p on both
PET and ITO surfaces (figure 3). Figures 3(a)−(d) reveal the
XPS analyses on the ITO surface. The Li 1s peak was found at
55.3 eV after electrochemical cycles (last state, charge). The
occurrence of these Li+ fragments can be attributed to the
formation of Li2O during the irreversible conversion reaction
and/or Li2CO3 and ROCO2Li (where R represents an organic
group) from electrolyte decomposition [78–80]. This result is
in accord with the XPS analyses in the region of O 1s. At
a deeper location, an extra broad peak could be identified at
56.1 eV. This peak corresponds to the formation of LiF [17,
81]. The spectrum obtained in the C 1s region exhibits two
major peaks at 286.3 and 290.0 eV (figure 3(b)), which can
be attributed to ROCO2Li and Li2CO3 [80, 82]. This observa-
tion is also in good agreement with the XPS analyses of O 1s
as well as Li 1s. The chemical properties of C 1s at a deeper

location are similar to those of ITO at the outermost surface.
The XPS measurement on F 1s could be fitted with two major
peaks at 684.0 eV and 686.0 eV. The peak at 684.0 eV sug-
gests the presence of LiF, while the peak at 686.0 eV indic-
ates the existence of F from LiPF6 (figure 3(c)) [80]. Although
our PET as a solid electrolyte is denser than that of a separ-
ator application, it is likely to be possible to introduce a small
amount of the liquid electrolyte through the film from the PET
to ITO direction. As a result, we could observe a F 1s peak
(figure 3(c)) attributed to LiF or/and LiPF6. This peak becomes
more notable when the XPS spectra are collected at a deeper
level below the ITO surface. We have considered this as an
indirect contact between the organic electrolyte and the act-
ive material through the solid electrolyte, which contributes to
retaining a certain level of ionic conductivity between the het-
eroionic interfaces. In addition, at a deeper level there was a
notable change in the peak intensity of LiF and LiPF6. In addi-
tion, the peak slightly shifted from 686.0 to 687.0 eV, which
implies the formation of LixPOyFz [80, 83]. As for the P 2p
core level, a peak occurred at approximately 134.0 eV after
cycling, as presented in figure 3(d), suggesting the formation
of LixPOyFz [80, 84]. This observation is in line with that for
the F 1s analysis. It can be deduced from the XPS analyses that
the inner part of ITO underwent fewer modifications. On the
other hand, some SEI-like species have been found at the gap
between ITO and the current collector. Although the observed
species are similar to conventional SEI composites, this con-
dition differs from the general SEI case as it is not block-
ing the diffusion of lithium ions from/into the active material.
Contact loss or corrosion of the current collector is obviously
another main factor that results in capacity fading and opera-
tional failure, but examining this aspect is beyond the scope of
the present study. Instead, our further investigation was car-
ried out on the formation of the SEI species on the PET sur-
face, as shown in figures 3(e)−(g). Surprisingly, no decom-
posed species based on Li, F and P were found in either the
pristine (PITO REF) or the cycled state (PITO × 100). This
finding is also consistent with the SIMS profile from the PET
surface (figure 2(f)). It is thus likely that there was no electro-
lyte decomposition by PET, and thereby no SEI formation at
the PET/electrolyte interface. These results appear to be in line
with the SEM analyses, as shown in figure 5(a). The surface
morphology of PET hardly changed after the electrochemical
cycles. Figure 4 compares the chemical properties of the act-
ive material (the ITO side) of the pristine cell (PITO REF) and
the cycled cell (PITO × 100). The XPS data with Ar sput-
tering are also presented to investigate the elemental spectra
at a deeper location (figures 4(d)−(f)). The Sn 3d spectrum
for the pristine state (PITO REF) exhibits two major peaks
with binding energies of 486.2 eV (Sn 3d5/2) and 494.8 eV
(Sn 3d3/2), as can be seen in figure 4(a). Similarly, there is a
doublet in the spectrum of In 3d (figure 4(b)), which can be
assigned to In 3d5/2 (443.3 eV) and In 3d3/2 (451.9 eV). The
spectrum of O 1s can be fitted with two peaks at 529.3 eV and
531.4 eV at the pristine state. The larger peak at 531.4 eV is
likely to be ascribed to bulk O2– from In2O3, while the smal-
ler peak at 531.0 eV can be attributed to oxygen vacancies in
SnO2 [85–87]. Argon ion sputtering was used to examine the
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Figure 3. XPS spectra of a PITO 150 nm cell cycled 100 times (PITO × 100) on (a) Li 1s, (b) C 1s, (c) F 1s and (d) P 2p collected from the
ITO side, and (e) Li 1s, (f) C 1s and (g) P 2p collected from the PET side.

compositional properties at a deeper location. The spectra of
Sn 3d, In 3d and O 1s after the sputtering were almost the same
as those of the outer surfacemeasurements, showing good con-
sistency in the composite. Thus, XPS analyses confirmed the
successful deposition of ITO on PET. After cycling, there was
a notable drop in the peak intensity of In 3d5/2, In 3d3/2, Sn
3d5/2 and Sn 3d3/2 (figures 4(a) and (b)). This change can be
mainly explained by the irreversible conversion of In2O3 and
SnO2 into metallic In and Sn, respectively, during the initial

electrochemical cycle. Particular attention has been devoted to
the oxidation state changes of the active material. In conven-
tional electrodes, oxidation states of the active material change
irreversibly after cycling because of the complex redox reac-
tions between the active material, polymer binder, conductive
additive and electrolyte. This oxidation state change can be
evaluated from the binding energy shift, and is considered to
be a signal of degradation of the battery electrode [12, 88, 89].
Surprisingly, there is little change in the location of those
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Figure 4. XPS spectra of a PITO 150 nm electrode in the pristine state (PITO REF) and after 100 cycles (PITO × 100) for (a) Sn 3d, (b) In
3d and (c) O 1s at the ITO surface, and (d) Sn 3d, (e) In 3d and (f) O 1s at a greater depth from the ITO surface.

peaks for the PITO, as they remain close to 443.3 eV (In 3d5/2),
451.9 eV (In 3d3/2), 486.2 eV (Sn 3d5/2) and 494.8 eV (Sn
3d3/2). These doublets correspond to In3+ and Sn4+, which are
bonded to oxygen atoms of ITO [64, 90, 91]. There has been a
certain consumption of the active material as the peak intens-
ity declines upon cycling, but the electrode seems to retain the
local atomic environment of the pristine state. As for O 1s,
the fitted peaks shifted from 529.3 and 531.4 eV to 531.9 and

533.2 eV, respectively, as shown in figure 4(c). This change
indicates some formation of metal carbonates (e.g. Li2CO3)
and alkyl group species (ROCO2Li) generally resulting from
electrolyte decomposition [80, 92, 93]. At a deeper level, those
peaks converged into a single large peak at approximately
532.3 eV (figure 4(f)), suggesting the dominant presence of
carbonates [78, 80, 92]. On the other hand, interestingly, the
spectra of In 3d5/2, In 3d3/2, Sn 3d5/2 and Sn 3d3/2 of the cycled
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Figure 5. (a) SEM comparison of pristine PITO (PITO REF) and PITO after 100 cycles (PITO × 100). (b) XRD powder diffraction results
for PET and ITO for pristine PITO (PITO REF), initially discharged, 100-times cycled (PITO × 100) and 500-times cycled (PITO × 500)
electrodes. (c) TEM image of pristine PITO, (d) 9.5-cycled PITO and (e) 100-cycled PITO with EDX mapping of Sn L, In L and O K.
(f) TEM images of ITO (approximately 150 nm) deposited on PET in the pristine state. (g) Top view of ITO on PET with the presence of
voids in the film.

cell at a deeper level were almost the same as those of the
pristine state (PITO REF). The intensity did not decrease, nor
did a peak shift appear. The outermost surface of ITO lies on
top of a current collector, and it is thus the gap between them
that allows the formation of some decomposed components

stemming from the electrode/electrolyte redox reactions. By
contrast, the active material integrated towards PET revealed
almost no change in terms of its chemical properties.

As discussed previously, the linearity changes in the poly-
mer (PET) upon cycling are likely to be the key process
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involved with lithium ion caging and migration inside the
solid electrolyte. A number of fragments that constitute the
PET film of cells were identified (figures 2(c)−(e)), and lith-
ium ions seems to be present as LiCH3

+ inside PET. The
dimensional modification in the polymer structure appears to
be linked to the change in the crystal structure of PET upon
cycling (figure 5(b)). In the pristine state (PITO REF) we
observe three main crystallography peaks at 2θ= 22.8◦, 25.9◦

and 53.6◦, which can be assigned to PET [94, 95]. The pres-
ence of the broad (22.8◦) and the sharp (25.9◦) peaks can be
attributed to the semi-crystalline structure of PET [95, 96].
The sharp and large peak at 25.9◦ corresponds to the (100)
plane of the PET structure. After the initial discharge, the
large peak at 2θ = 25.9◦ decreased, implying some changes
in the crystallinity. This could be the trigger signal of the
lithium ion caging process, which would be followed by the
increment of linear structures in the polymer. After 100 cycles
(PITO × 100), the peak intensity at 25.9◦ increased, recover-
ing almost its initial value. On further cycles up to 500 times
(PITO × 500) there was an additional rise in the peak intens-
ity, suggesting better crystallinity in the PET solid electro-
lyte. It appears that the caged lithium ions could escape due
to the improvement in crystallinity of PET upon cycling. This
finding also corroborates the observation of improved lith-
ium ion diffusivity upon cycling. The dominant mechanism
underlying the crystallization process in PET is likely to be
associated with diffusion-induced stress, which is a widely
known phenomenon in lithium ion battery electrodes [97, 98].
We believe that the stress induced by lithium ion diffusion
exerts a strong influence on crystallization of the PET solid
electrolyte at charge–discharge. This effect can be explained
by the stress-induced crystallization of PET, which has also
been extensively reported [99–101]. By contrast, the crys-
tallographic change of ITO (150 nm) exhibits the opposite
trend upon cycling. A small peak was found at approximately
61.6◦, ascribed to the (622) orientation of the cubic structure
[102, 103]. After initial charging, the intensity of the (622)
peak increased, suggesting the existence of a larger amount of
cubic crystalline phase. However, the crystallinity of ITO dra-
matically decreased on further cycles, as shown in figure 5(b).
TEM analyses are also presented in figures 5(c)−(g) (see also
figure S16 in the supplementary information). During the early
stage of cycling (i.e. 9.5 cycles), we could observe the cubic
crystal structure of ITO, as in figure 5(d). While TEM–EDX
successfully maps Sn and In, oxygen could be barely detec-
ted in the crystal structure. Possibly, this crystallized piece
is metallic Sn/In originating from the irreversible conversion
reaction during the initial cycle. During the early stage of elec-
trochemical cycles there were several crystallized pieces, but
these decrease upon further cycles (PITO × 100). The ITO
thin film (PITO 150 nm) became amorphous, as displayed in
figure 5(e). This observation is in good agreement with the
XRD analyses (figure 5(b)), which reveal the dramatic decline
of (622) peaks after 100 and 500 cycles. Some phosphorus
was also found by TEM–EDX, suggesting PO bond formation
with the electrolyte. Morphological properties of the depos-
ited film can be seen in figures 5(f) and (g). The ITO film
with an approximate thickness of 150 nm on the PET substrate

is shown in figure 5(f). From the top view TEM observation
(figure 5(g)) we can identify the presence of voids in the film.
An attempt has been made to estimate the porosity of the ITO
film based on the ratio of the area occupied by the particles
(black). There is likely to be 48% void in the deposited
film.

4. Conclusions

A hybrid electrolyte comprising a polymeric ionic conductor
and a liquid electrolyte has been demonstrated, namely the
ITO-PET electrolyte cell (PITO), and revealed high cycling
stability at room temperature. Lithium ions are likely to be
caged into the PET substrate during electrochemical cycles
due to the heteroionic interfaces between the electrolytes
with the thin-layer active material (ITO). This configuration
leads to the different ion transfer kinetics between charge and
discharge. The linear change in the polymer chains and the
crystallinity modification are likely to be the key factors for
lithium ion migration by LiCH3

+. No decomposed electro-
lytes or SEI species were identified close to the PET sur-
face, where lithium ion migration takes place. The PITO cells
impede the increment in the resistivity of SEI, even in a
severely cycled state (PITO × 500), resulting in an excellent
rate capability due to the gapless structure of PET/ITO and the
simplicity of the electrode composition. We have shown that
our PITO cells developed by vacuum sputtering deposition can
hinder the formation of electrolyte by-products and SEI spe-
cies by preventing lithium ions from being trapped in decom-
posed electrolytes or being turned into SEI species. Taken
together, the PITO cell with the hybrid electrolyte has been
proved to be useful as an energy storage component for devel-
oping stable lithium ion batteries. The present study paves the
way to the design of a hybrid electrolyte combining solid and
liquid ion conductors for high stability cell operation.
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